Field Trip Enrichment Programs

Take your field trip further

Senses for Survival (Grades 1-2)
Explore how animals rely on their own senses and the senses of other animals to survive and reproduce. Students will apply their knowledge in a hands-on activity with preserved crickets.

Expedition Classify (Grades 3-4)
Learn about how scientists classify animals based on traits shared with recent ancestors. Students will gather data and use a classification key to identify mystery animals.

Masks: What’s Behind Them? (Grades 4-7)
Learn about the roles that masks play in cultures all over the world. Students will identify the customs related to selected masks and apply their knowledge in an activity.

Program Details
- Designed to complement the students’ visit to the Michigan State University Museum
- 30 minute interactive presentation with hands-on activities
- Materials provided to extend the program theme to exhibits throughout the museum
- All programs showcase MSU Museum collections
- Cost: $1.00 per student ($25 minimum)

Schedule your visit today!
Reservation Required:
Phone: 517-432-1472
Email: museumed@msu.edu